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A B S T R A C T

Purpose: The aim of the current study was to replicate findings in adults indicating that higher sensitivity

to stressful events is predictive of both onset and persistence of psychopathological symptoms in a

sample of adolescents and young adults. In addition, we tested the hypothesis that sensitivity to mild

stressors in particular is predictive of the developmental course of psychopathology.

Methods: We analyzed experience sampling and questionnaire data collected at baseline and one-year

follow-up of 445 adolescent and young adult twins and non-twin siblings (age range: 15–34). Linear

multilevel regression was used for the replication analyses. To test if affective sensitivity to mild

stressors in particular was associated with follow-up symptoms, we used a categorical approach adding

variables on affective sensitivity to mild, moderate and severe daily stressors to the model.

Results: Linear analyses showed that emotional stress reactivity was not associated with onset (b = .02;

P = .56) or persistence (b = �.01; P = .78) of symptoms. There was a significant effect of baseline

symptom score (b = .53; P < .001) and average negative affect (NA: b = .19; P < .001) on follow-up

symptoms. Using the categorical approach, we found that affective sensitivity to mild (b = .25; P < .001),

but not moderate (b = �.03; P = .65) or severe (b = �.06; P = .42), stressors was associated with symptom

persistence one year later.

Discussion: We were unable to replicate previous findings relating stress sensitivity linearly to symptom

onset or persistence in a younger sample. Whereas sensitivity to more severe stressors may reflect

adaptive coping, high sensitivity to the mildest of daily stressors may indicate an increased risk for

psychopathology.
�C 2017 Published by Elsevier Masson SAS.
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1. Introduction

Stress plays a major role in the aetiology and persistence of
psychopathology [1–3]. It is hypothesised that stress impacts on
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psychopathology through a process called stress sensitisation [4,5],
according to which repeated exposure to stressors results in an
increased response to stressors of the same intensity or a
heightened response to stressors of lower intensity. These low
intensity stressors, or daily hassles, as well as an individual’s
emotional reactivity to those stressors, have been studied using the
experience sampling method (ESM) – a structured diary technique
assessing momentary affect, behaviour and context in an individu-
al’s real life [6]. Using ESM, greater hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal
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(HPA) responsivity to daily-life stressors has been associated with
an increased genetic risk for psychosis [7]. Moreover, higher
emotional reactivity to daily hassles has been linked to mood [8–10]
and psychotic disorders [9,11–15]. However, this has mainly been
found in cross-sectional studies. Two longitudinal studies found
that high emotional reactivity to daily stressors is associated with
the prospective risk of developing chronic physical health
impairments in a general population sample [16] and increased
mortality in elderly men [17]. With regard to psychopathology, two
longitudinal studies have studied the effects of affective reactivity
to stressors on symptoms. Wichers et al. [18] reported high
emotional reactivity to daily stressors to be predictive of depression
onset and general increase in affective symptoms in general
population female twins. A second prospective study in the same
sample linked higher emotional reactivity to daily events not to the
onset, but to the persistence of psychotic symptoms [19], raising
questions about the relationship between emotional stress
reactivity and psychopathology. Is high emotional stress reactivity
a marker of emerging psychopathology or rather a signal of risk for
persistence or recurrence? Furthermore, the sample used in these
two studies consisted of adult female twins. As the onset of
psychopathology often occurs early in life during the critical period
of adolescence [20], it may be more relevant to study the
relationship between emotional stress reactivity and psychopa-
thology in a sample of both male and female adolescents and young
adults.

Emotional reactivity to daily stressors in ESM is typically
measured as the linear association between stressor intensity and
negative affect [14], assuming that an increased association between
stressor intensity and negative affect across all levels of stress
reflects hyperreactivity. However, this may not always be the case. In
mood disorders, the kindling hypothesis [21] describes how,
especially in vulnerable individuals, sensitisation to stressors of
smaller magnitude may trigger depressive symptoms. In a healthy
population, a hypersensitised stress system may be more reflected in
a relatively strong response to milder daily stressors in particular,
whereas a strong affective response to more unpleasant or stressful
circumstances may actually be adaptive. However, no prospective
study to date has investigated whether sensitisation reflected in
stronger responses to smaller stressors in particular is a better
predictor of developmental course of psychopathological symptoms.

In the current study, we investigate the effect of increased
emotional reactivity to stressful daily events as measured with
ESM on the development of psychopathological symptoms one
year later using a prospective design in a general population
sample of adolescents and young adults using both a linear and a
non-linear, categorical approach to stress sensitisation. We
hypothesised that:

� increased emotional reactivity to daily stressors using a linear
approach is associated with future symptoms, replicating the
results of Wichers et al. [18];

� emotional stress reactivity is particularly predictive of future
symptoms in individuals with higher levels of symptoms at
baseline (i.e. symptom persistence);

� using a categorical approach, the predictive value of emotional
stress reactivity depends on the stress severity level, where
reactivity to milder stressors is more strongly associated with
future symptoms than reactivity to stressors of larger magnitude.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

Participants were recruited as part of the TwinssCan study,
an ongoing longitudinal adolescent/young adult twin study.
Individuals were recruited through a population based twin
register (East Flanders Prospective Twin Survey, EFPTS [22]), which
prospectively registers multiple births from 1964 onwards. In
order to oversample adolescent participants, twins between
15 and 18 years of age were sent letters inviting them to
participate. Additionally, all twins and their (non-twin) siblings
between 15 and 34 years were eligible to participate and could
register via the twin register newsletter. Approval from the local
Ethics Committee (Commissie Medische Ethiek van de Universi-
taire ziekenhuizen KU Leuven, No. B32220107766) was obtained.
Participants provided written informed consent before study
inclusion. If participants were younger than 18 years, parents
provided additional written informed consent. Participants were
assessed using online questionnaires at baseline (T0) and one year
later at follow-up (T1).

2.2. Experience sampling method

ESM is a well-validated structured diary technique that assesses
individual and contextual measures in the current moment,
throughout the day on six consecutive days [6,23–25]. During
the assessment period, participants are prompted to fill out a brief
questionnaire assessing their current mood, thoughts, context and
their appraisal of the context, at a frequency of 10 times a day at an
unpredictable moment in each of ten 90-minute time blocks
between 7:30 and 22:30. For the current study, participants
received a digital device that allowed them to fill out the
questionnaires electronically. Participants who completed less
than 30% of the ESM questionnaires were excluded for analyses
[26].

Negative affect (NA) was calculated using a weighted mean
score of ESM items ‘‘I feel insecure’’, ‘‘I feel anxious’’, ‘‘I feel down’’,
‘‘I feel guilty’’ and ‘‘I feel lonely’’, each rated on a 7-point Likert scale
(1 = not at all; 7 = very). Cronbach’s Alpha for these items was
.74. For the stressor assessment, participants were asked to think
about the most important event that happened since the previous
report and then report ‘‘How pleasant was this event?’’ (�3: very
unpleasant; 3: very pleasant). If the event was rated lower than 0
(i.e. unpleasant events) the event was considered stressful; all
scores higher than 0 (i.e. pleasant events) were recoded to
0. Emotional stress reactivity was calculated per person as the
within-person average effect size of event unpleasantness on NA
[18]. For the categorical analyses, we calculated separate
emotional stress reactivity scores as the effect size of mild– (i.e.
event pleasantness: �1), moderate– (i.e. event pleasantness: �2)
and severe– (i.e. event pleasantness: �3) stressors on NA, each
compared to neutral events (score 0).

2.3. Symptoms

The Symptom CheckList 90 (SCL-90) [27] was used to assess
symptoms indicative of psychopathology. The SCL-90 is a 90-item
self-report questionnaire assessing the extent to which an
individual was bothered by psychopathological symptoms during
the last week on a 4-point Likert scale, ranging from ‘‘not at all’’ to
‘‘extremely’’. Internal consistency was high at both T0 (a = .97) and
T1 (a = .97). Affective symptoms were constructed using the
weighted mean of the depression and anxiety subscales (26 items;
a = .93 at T0; a = .93 at T1; see Wichers et al., 2009) [18]. As Collip
et al. [19] used a measure of overall psychotic experiences, and we
had no hypotheses involving specific psychotic symptom clusters,
we assessed psychotic symptoms using the weighted mean of both
the paranoid ideation and psychoticism symptom subscales
(16 items; a = .87 at T0; a = .084 at T1). Both scales correlate
strongly with the schizophrenia subscale of the Comprehensive
Psychopathological Rating Scale [28,29].



Table 1
Descriptive characteristics of the sample at baseline and one-year follow-up.

Baseline

(n = 755)

Follow-up

(n = 445)

Mean (SE) Mean (SE)

Age 18.0 (.13) 19.3 (.19)

Gender 61% female 67% female

SCL-90 total scale .49 (.02) .43 (.02)

Negative affect 1.63 (.02) n.a.

Negative affect at baselinea,c 1.57 (.02) n.a.

Sensitivity to mildly unpleasant eventsb,c 1.75 (.03) n.a.

Sensitivity to moderately unpleasant eventsb,c 1.9 (.04) n.a.

Sensitivity to very unpleasant eventsb,c 2.07 (.04) n.a.

a Negative affect after neutral or pleasant events.
b Negative affect after unpleasant events minus negative affect at baseline.
c n < 755.
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2.4. Analyses

To analyse if daily-life emotional stress reactivity was predic-
tive of future psychopathological symptoms, we conducted a linear
multilevel regression analysis. SCL-90 total score at T1 served as
outcome variable with emotional stress reactivity as predictor,
while controlling for baseline SCl-90 total symptoms score,
average NA at baseline, age and gender (coding: male = 0;
female = 1). Intercepts were allowed to vary within family by
adding twin identification number as a level in the regression.
Next, we added the interaction term [emotional stress reactivi-
ty � baseline total symptom score] to the model in order to test
whether emotional stress reactivity was particularly predictive for
future symptoms in individuals with a vulnerability for psychopa-
thology (i.e. symptom persistency). These analyses were repeated
for the affective and psychotic symptoms subscales separately.

For the categorical approach, we tested the hypothesis that the
association between emotional reactivity to unpleasant events and
future symptoms depends on the level of unpleasantness by
creating a model that tested emotional reactivity scores to mild,
moderate and severe stressors as predictor variables and general
psychopathology as outcome variable. This analysis was repeated
in a model that included the three interaction terms with baseline
symptoms for each levels of event unpleasantness. The same
analyses were carried out in the model of affective and psychotic
symptoms. In case at least one predictor showed to be significant,
direct comparison analyses were done using STATA’s lincom
command. All variables were transformed into Z scores in order to
report standardised effect sizes.

3. Results

3.1. Sample

A total of 828 participants filled out the ESM questionnaires,
50 of which were excluded because of insufficient ESM data during
six days of measurement; two more were excluded because of
missing data on demographic variables. Of these 776 participants
(467 female), belonging to 380 families (of which 41 were non-
twin siblings), 755 filled out the SCL 90 at T0 and 445 also at T1
(41% dropout). There was no difference in baseline symptoms
[t(634.639) = .0626, P = .9501] between those participants who
completed the study and those who were lost for follow-up.
Completers, however, were significantly older than non-comple-
ters [mean age completers = 18.29 (SD = 3.93); mean age non-
completers = 17.55 (SD = 3.15); t(738.752) = 2.8365, P = .0047] and
more likely to be female [x2(2, n = 755) = 20.7144; P < .001]. Also,
completers showed significantly higher emotional stress reactivity
than non-completers [t(657.922) = 2.363, P = .018; for a sample
description see Table 1]. Out of the 445 completers, 315 partici-
pants reported at least one mildly unpleasant event, 296 reported
at least one moderately unpleasant event and 272 reported at least
one very unpleasant event; 171 participants reported stressors of
all unpleasantness ratings during the assessment period.

3.2. The effect of baseline stress reactivity on follow-up symptoms

First, we tested the hypothesis that overall emotional stress
reactivity (defined with a linear approach) at baseline is positively
associated with symptoms at follow-up. While controlling for
baseline symptoms, average NA, gender and age, we found no
significant main effect of emotional stress reactivity on follow-up
total symptoms (b = .02; SE = .04; P = .56; 95% CI = �.05–.10).
Baseline symptoms and average NA, on the other hand, were
significant predictors (baseline symptoms: b = .53; SE = .04;
P < .001; 95% CI = .45–.62; NA: b = .19; SE = .04; P < .001; 95%
CI = .10–.27). To replicate the results of Wichers et al. [18], we
repeated the analysis for affective symptoms, but again we found
no significant main effect (b = .03; SE = .04; P = .453; 95%
CI = �.05–.11). Repeating the analysis for psychotic symptoms
likewise did not indicate a significant main effect for emotional
stress reactivity on follow-up symptoms (b = .03; SE = .04; P = .52;
95% CI = �.06–.11). In both analyses, baseline symptoms (affective
symptoms: b = .49; SE = .04; P < .001; 95% CI = .41–.58; psychotic
symptoms: b = .45; SE = .05; P < .001; 95% CI = .36–.54) and
average NA (affective symptoms: b = .18; SE = .04; P < .001; 95%
CI = .09–.26; psychotic symptoms: b = .17; SE = .04; P < .001; 95%
CI = .08–.26) again significantly predicted symptoms. When we
included the interaction effect, we found no significant interaction
effect between overall emotional stress reactivity and baseline
symptoms on symptoms at follow-up for total symptoms
(b = �.01; SE = .04; P = .779; 95% CI = �.08–.06), affective symp-
toms (b = �.02; SE = .04; P = .587; 95% CI = �.10–.06), or psychotic
symptoms (b = �.04; SE = .04; P = .327; 95% CI = �.12–.04), indi-
cating overall emotional stress reactivity not to be related to
persistence in particular, and again failing to replicate the results of
a previous study [19]. Since one major difference with these
previous studies was the inclusion of males in the current sample,
we conducted two post-hoc analyses testing possible gender
effects. However, the two-way interaction of emotional stress
reactivity and gender (b = .03; SE = .08; P = .671; 95% CI = �.12–
.19), nor the three-way interaction between emotional stress
reactivity, gender and baseline total symptoms (b = .07; SE = .10;
P = .522; 95% CI = �.14–.27) significantly predicted follow-up total
symptoms.

When we used the categorical approach to emotional stress
reactivity, we found no difference between stress severity levels as
predictors of follow-up symptoms; none of the measures were
significantly associated with either total, affective or psychotic
symptoms (see Table 2), refuting the hypothesis that emotional
reactivity to mildly stressful events is a more suitable predictor of
follow-up symptoms than emotional reactivity to moderately or
very stressful events. In these models, again baseline symptoms
and average NA were the strongest predictors (see Table 2).

However, a significant interaction with baseline total symp-
toms was found for mild stressors (b = .25; SE = .06; P < .001; 95%
CI = .13–.36), but not for moderate (b = �.03; SE = .07; P = .654;
95% CI = �.17–.11) or severe stressors (b = �.06; SE = .08; P = .422;
95% CI = �.22–.09; see Fig. 1). This effect remained significant after
Bonferroni correction for multiple testing. Similar effects were
found for affective and psychotic symptoms (see Table 2), affirming
the hypotheses that increased emotional reactivity to the mildest
daily stressors may at least be a more predictive measure of
persistence of psychopathology than emotional reactivity to
moderately or very stressful events. Direct comparisons indicated



Table 2
Results from multilevel regression analyses of the categorical effects of stress sensitivity on follow-up symptoms.

SCL-90 total symptom score SCL-90 affective symptom score SCL-90 psychotic symptom score

ba (SE), P (95% CI) bb (SE), P (95% CI) ba (SE), P (95% CI) bb (SE), P (95% CI) ba (SE), P (95% CI) bb (SE), P (95% CI)

Mild stressors .105 (.067), .116

(�026–.236)

.246 (.06), <.001**

(.128–.364)

.102 (.068), .135

(�.032–.235)

.208 (.056), <.001**

(.098–.317)

.052 0(.073), .476

(�.091–.195)

.209 (.072), .004*

(.068–.35)

Moderate stressors �.064 (.076), .397

(�.214–.085)

�.031 (.07), .654

(�.168–.105)

�.043 (.077), .578

(�.194–.108)

�.053 (.062), .0392

(�.17–.069)

�.06 (.083), .472

(�.222–.103)

.002 (.092), .979

(�.177–.182)

Severe stressors .058 (.078), .458

(�.095–.211)

�.065 (.08), .422

(�.222–.093)

.068 (.08), .396

(�.088–.223)

�.039 (.076), .607

(�.189–.11)

.106 (.086), .219

(�.063–.274)

.034 (.089), .702

(�.141–.209)

*Significant at a .05; **significant at a .004 (Bonferroni corrected: P = .05/12).
a Main effect of stress sensitivity, adjusted for baseline symptoms, average negative affect, age and gender.
b Two-way interaction of stress sensitivity � baseline symptoms, adjusted for average negative affect, age and gender.
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that the interaction term composed of emotional reactivity to
mildly unpleasant events and baseline symptoms was more
predictive of follow-up total symptoms than that of moderately
(b = .28; SE = .10; P = .004; 95% CI = .09–.46) or very stressful
events (b = .31; SE = .11; P = .005; 95% CI = .10–.53). Similar results
were obtained for affective symptoms (compared to moderately
stressful events: b = .26; SE = .09; P = .002; 95% CI = .09–.43;
compared to very stressful events � baseline symptoms: b = .25;
SE = .10; P = .016; 95% CI = .05–.45). Psychotic symptoms showed
the same trend, but here lincom comparisons failed to reach
significance (compared to moderately stressful events: b = .21;
SE = .13; P = .12; 95% CI = �.05–.47; compared to very stressful
events � baseline symptoms: b = .17; SE = .12; P = .152; 95%
CI = �.06–.41).

4. Discussion

The current study investigated whether emotional reactivity
to stressful daily events is predictive of psychopathological
symptoms later in time in general population adolescents and
young adults and whether this association is moderated by
baseline symptoms. In addition, it aimed to investigate whether
increased emotional reactivity to milder stressors was more
predictive for the developmental course of future symptoms than
emotional reactivity to more severe stressors. Our findings did
not confirm the first two hypotheses. Emotional reactivity to
stress assessed in a linear fashion did not predict psychopatho-
logical symptoms one year later. There was also no interaction
with baseline symptoms suggesting that it was not associated
with onset or persistence of symptoms. Average levels of NA and
baseline symptoms were the strongest predictors of future
psychopathology. With regard to the categorical approach,
emotional reactivity to events of either severity was not directly
related to follow-up symptoms. However, emotional reactivity
specifically to the smallest stressors was related to follow-up
symptoms in those with higher symptoms at baseline. These
findings suggest that high emotional reactivity to the smallest
daily stressors may put adolescents at risk for worsening or
persistence of psychopathology.

4.1. Emotional stress reactivity and psychopathology

This study was not able to replicate previous findings indicating
that general emotional stress reactivity assessed with a linear
approach is associated with the development of future affective
symptoms [18] and that higher emotional stress reactivity is
related to persistence of psychotic symptoms [19]. This may be due
to the difference between the studies. First, whereas the previous
studies included an adult sample, the current study included
predominantly adolescents and young adults. Other studies show
that younger adults report more daily stressors and higher levels
of NA than older adults [30] and show a weaker association
between daily stressors and NA [31]. As young adults encounter
more stressors and feel more NA on average, it may be more
difficult to differentiate between healthy and unhealthy stress
sensitisation, possibly requiring a more sensitive measure to
make meaningful predictions. Second, whereas the current study
had only one follow-up moment after one year, the sample used by
Wichers et al. and Collip et al. averaged over four follow-up
moments between three and 12 months after the first measure-
ment. Linear emotional stress reactivity may be more predictive of
future symptoms on the shorter term, therefore increasing the
association. Also, Collip et al. used a different approach to study
the persistency of psychotic symptoms based on latent growth
model [32], possibly explaining part of the incongruence in results
between their study and ours. However, if general emotional
stress reactivity is associated with symptom persistence in
adolescents and young adults, we expected to a find significant
relationship also using the method we opted for in the current
study.

4.2. A categorical approach to emotional stress reactivity

In individuals reporting more symptoms at baseline, a larger
increase in NA in response to mildly unpleasant events was
associated with follow-up symptoms. This finding seems to
support the hypothesis that, at least in adolescents and young
adults, emotional reactivity to the smallest stressors constitutes a
more clinically relevant measure of early emotional stress
reactivity. In the search for better predictors for emerging and
recurring psychopathology, more sensitive markers of stress
vulnerability are needed. Emotional stress reactivity in daily life
is typically measured in one of two ways:

� the association between event-unpleasantness and NA;
� the association between stressor frequency and NA.

A potential problem with these methods is that they do not
necessarily tap into hypersensitised or maladaptive coping,
especially in the general population. A higher increase in NA
following negative events is a response seen in most general
population samples and probably reflects adaptive coping. After
all, in general population samples higher general NA reactivity to
daily stressors is associated with increases in cortisol [33,34],
which is part of the body’s adaptive response to stressors. A
sensitised increase assumes that the reaction is of greater
magnitude, or longer duration than expected based on the
objective severity of frequency of the stressors. The alternative
method of measuring emotional stress reactivity as increased
emotional reactivity to specifically the smallest stressors has
proven more successful in predicting clinical outcome after one
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Fig. 1. The effect of stress sensitivity, moderated by baseline total symptoms, on

follow-up total symptoms for mildly (a), moderately (b) and very (c) stressful

events.
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year in individuals who already report more symptoms at baseline,
suggesting that a relatively strong affective response to mild
stressors might be a more sensitive measure of inefficient coping.
This study may thus contribute to new ideas and insights on
measures that capture the hyperreactive emotional response to
stress that may reflect aversive development.
4.3. Emotional reactivity to stress and persistence of symptoms

Baseline symptoms proved the strongest predictor for future
symptoms, affirming the vulnerability to symptom persistence and
worsening of those who experienced psychopathological
complaints before. Previous studies show that affective reactivity
to daily stressors is increased in individuals at clinical risk for
psychosis, and that this effect is even stronger than reactivity in
individuals diagnosed with a psychotic disorder [15,35], suggest-
ing that this mechanism plays a larger role in the early stages of
disorder development. Interestingly, in the current study increased
emotional reactivity to the smallest stressors was particularly
predictive of future psychopathology in individuals who already
experienced symptoms at baseline. This is in line with the kindling
and stress sensitivity hypotheses stating that recurrence or
persistence of psychopathology is predicted by relatively small
stressors [5,36,37]. The current study demonstrates that this
process can be observed at a micro-level, where increases in NA
following especially the smallest of daily hassles reflect a risk of
symptom worsening in individuals with a psychopathological
vulnerability. A very interesting finding is that low emotional
reactivity to mild stressors seems to be associated with resilience
in this high-risk group. Although the finding that emotional stress
reactivity predicts clinical outcome is not a new one, the fact that
we find an effect of the mildest stressors on symptom development
in adolescents and young adults emphasises the importance of
early detection and learning of adequate coping skills to increase
psychological resilience in early age. Promising initiatives that aim
to reach more youth with mental health problems, such as the
headspace model, may play an important role in this. We also
found that average levels of self-reported NA were robustly
associated with symptom development, such that individuals
reporting higher levels of NA at baseline tended to report more
symptoms one year later. Interestingly, when considering biologi-
cal markers of the stress response, a similar pattern of baseline
activation of the HPA [38,39] and sympathoadrenal [40] stress axes
is observed in children and adolescents at the higher end of the
psychopathology spectrum. Arguably, the association between NA
and the development of future symptoms observed in the current
study similarly reflects a heightened overall stress severity level in
those individuals (at risk for) psychopathology. However, these
findings warrant further investigation.

4.4. Limitations

There are several factors that warrant caution when drawing
conclusions from these results. First, after correction for multiple
comparisons only the models testing the interaction between
baseline symptoms and emotional stress reactivity remained
significant. Although the initial sample size was large enough to
detect small effects, due to considerable dropout and the
operationalisation of emotional stress reactivity (i.e. only including
those instances where the participant appraised an event as
mildly/very unpleasant), the analyses were performed using less
than half of the total number of participants included in the study.
The selective dropout of young male participants with lower levels
of emotional stress reactivity may also have had an influence on
the results, although gender did not moderate the association
between emotional stress reactivity and follow-up symptoms. Still,
however, replication of these results in a larger sample is necessary
for strong conclusions. Second, appraisal on stressor intensity (i.e.
event unpleasantness) was assessed by the participants at the
same time their NA response was assessed. Although we have no
reason to assume that an explicit link between NA and the stressor
was implied by filling out an ESM questionnaire, there may be
cross-contamination of mood on appraisal of the events. For
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example, a high NA state might influence the judgment about the
stressor’s unpleasantness at the time. Future studies should
replicate the results with more objective determination of stressor
intensity, for instance using remote assessment of physiological
responses, to determine the extent of this possible effect.

5. Conclusions

The aim of this study was to explore more sensitive and
clinically meaningful measures of emotional stress reactivity in a
sample of general population adolescents and young adults. Its
results suggest that whereas high emotional responsiveness to
very unpleasant daily hassles is not directly associated with a
worse clinical outcome, high emotional reactivity to smaller
stressors is, especially in those already struggling with psycho-
pathological symptoms. As effect sizes are still small, however,
future research should continue to develop more sensitive
methods to assess first signs of maladaptive stress coping
strategies that put an individual at risk for developing psychopa-
thology. The exact relationship between stressors and emotional
reactivity remains to be eluded. However, the results of the current
study imply that emotional reactivity to daily hassles may in itself
not be a risk factor for psychopathology in a group of adolescents
and young adults as a whole. Instead, they offer a new approach to
differentiate between adaptive and maladaptive emotional reac-
tivity and may stimulate new ideas about the daily-life assessment
of affective sensitisation.
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